
Farm Friends Appliqué Magnets



Supplies Needed
*Regular embroidery supplies, stabilizer, thread, scissors etc. (Note:  
I like cutaway stabilizer for most ITH projects unless otherwise 
indicated.  I find that it provides more stability to the finished 
product.

*Vinyl or cork for magnet base – felt or vinyl for appliqué.  

*I used oly fun for the back, but you could also use a thin vinyl like 
chalkboard vinyl or something that doesn't fray.  Cork is also very thin 
*I used oly fun for the back, but you could also use a thin vinyl like 
chalkboard vinyl or something that doesn't fray.  Cork is also very thin 
and works wonderfully!

*Small sharp appliqué scissors – because the magnets are small, the 
satin stitching is very thin so you MUST clip right up to the tack down 
line in order for the satin stitching to cover your stitches.

*Magnetic tape or whatever strong magnets you have on hand.

*Glue or hot glue to attach the magnets

*My supplies are listed at the end.



Farm Friends: Cow
Product Name: 
500 626-A
Farm Friends Cow
Number of colors used in 
stitch out: 6stitch out: 6
Size: 3.00"(w) X 2.62"(h) 
(76.2 X 66.6mm)
Total Stitches: 5823

FINISHED SIZE: 
approx. 3.5 x 3 inches.



Farm Friends Cow
Color Change 1: Placement stitch - stitch 
directly on stabilizer and cover with 
cork or vinyl

Color Change 2: Placement line - cow



Farm Friends Cow
Color Change 3: Tack down – cow.  Trim 
very close to stitched line.

Color Change 4: Cow's face



Farm Friends Cow
Color Change 5: Placement line - heart Color Change 6: Tack down – heart. Trim 

very close to stitched line.



Farm Friends Cow
Color Change 7: Satin stitch - heart Color Change 8: Cow details and final 

satin stitch



Farm Friends Cow
Color Change 9: Place backing under 
hoop and run final bean stitch Unhoop, carefully cut around cow



Attaching Magnets
I like to use E6000 glue when 
attaching magnet tape.  It’s very 
strong.  Even though my magnetic 
tape has adhesive – I have found 
that it doesn’t do a great job 
holding up over time and 
therefore the E6000 is necessary.  

Pro Tip:  Buy the small tubes of Pro Tip:  Buy the small tubes of 
the glue – that way if the side 
splits (it happens) or the 
applicator gets gunked up – you’re 
not wasting much.  Using clips to 
hold the tape in place after gluing 
helps make sure that the tape 
doesn’t curl.  Let it cure per 
instructions on tube!!  Don’t try to 
use the magnet until the glue is 
completely dry!!



Farm Friends Cow
That’s it! How cute 
is your cow?!?

Please post your 
completed pictures completed pictures 
in our facebook
group!!!



Decorative Magnetic Bookmark 
Tutorial

The following are links to some of the products that I have used 
when making this project:

Magnetic tape: https://amzn.to/3K8sepO
E6000 glue: https://amzn.to/3K64jaj
Oly fun: https://amzn.to/3nfVSQO
Cut away stabilizer: https://amzn.to/3yX9bYQCut away stabilizer: https://amzn.to/3yX9bYQ
Embroidery thread: https://amzn.to/3Z6v2Ib
Lg. sewing clips: https://amzn.to/3JB5htO
Small appliqué scissors: https://amzn.to/3JU9SbQ
Kai serrated scissors: https://amzn.to/3ni0Exl

Cork fabric and premium felt from Joann's



Thank you!!
I hope you enjoyed making your magnet!  These are super 
quick and a great scrap buster.  If you have any questions 
or encounter problems – PLEASE don’t hesitate to ask.  
Also – our Facebook group is a great source of information 
and inspiration.  Please feel free to share your completed 
project photos with us!!project photos with us!!
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